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Numerical simulation of three-phase flow in an external1
gear pump using immersed boundary approach2
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Abstract7
This paper presents a three-phase fully compressible model applied along
with an immersed boundary model for predicting cavitation occurring in a
two dimensional gear pump in the presence of non-condensable gas (NCG).
Combination of these models is capable of overcoming numerical challenges
such as modelling the contact between the gears and simulating the effect
of NCG in cavitation. The model accounting for the effect of NCG also
has broader applicability, since gas dissolved in liquids can come out of the
solution when exposed to low pressures; this plays a significant role in the
pump performance and cavitation erosion. Here the simulation results are
presented for the gear pump at different operating conditions including the
contact between gear, gear RPM and % of NCG; their effects on perfor-
mance and cavitation is demonstrated. The results suggest that modelling
the contact between the gears play a role in the cavitation prediction inside
the gear pump. An increase in cavitation is observed when the contact is
modelled even for the small pressure difference considered between the inlet
and outlet. An increase in the RPM of the gears also results in increased
cavitation within the pump, whereas an increase in the percentage of NCG
content by a small amount can reduce the cavitation to a greater extent.
This reduction is due to the expansion of the gas at a lower pressure which
recovers the pressure and prevents or delays the phase-change process of the
working fluid. The fluctuations in the outflow rate is also found to increase
when the gears are in contact and also with increasing gas content.
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Nomenclature u Velocity
c Speed of sound Sij Strain rate tensor
B Bulk modulus τ Non-dimensional time
Vn Nozzle mean velocity µ Kolmogorov length scale
p Pressure τµ Kolmogorov time scale
F Body forces ∇ Differential operator
t Time λg Taylor length scale
N Stiffness of Tait Equation µt Turbulent viscosity
Cgas Constant of an isentropic process for air τij Sub-grid scale stress
Cvap Constant of an isentropic process for vapour ρsat,l Saturation density
We Weber number psat,l Saturation pressure
lc Characteristic length δij Kronecker delta
Greek Symbols ν Kinematic viscosity
ρ Density Subscripts
σ Surface tension v Vapour
α Volume fraction g Gas
γ Heat capacity ratio for air l Liquid
κ Heat capacity ratio for vapour i, j, k Cartesian indices
1. Introduction10
Gear pumps are rotary displacement machines commonly used in a wide11
range of automotive, air-conditioning, aviation and other industrial/hydraulic12
applications due to their versatility along with their simple design and high13
structural reliability. A gear pump consists of two rotating gears; a drive gear14
which receives its power from a drive shaft and a driven gear. They work15
on the fundamental principle of volumetric displacement and can operate16
over a wide range of conditions by varying their size and rotational speed.17
To achieve this, a thorough understanding of the flow inside the pump and18
tubing system is essential. An efficient pump can not only save cost by re-19
ducing the energy wasted but also protect the environment by reducing the20
carbon footprints. To meet the modern trend of designing compact pumps21
with higher pressure ratios, the pumps must be operated at higher rotational22
speeds. This increases noise and vibrations significantly in addition to com-23
promising efficiency due to hydrodynamic effects. More often, pumps are one24
2
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of the major contributors to the system noise, not only due to their moving25
parts but also due to the pressure pulsations induced by the fluid flow (fluid-26
borne noise). This is further enhanced if cavitation is occurring during the27
pump operation. Cavitation occurs when the fluid pressure drops below the28
vapor pressure locally during the fluid flow. Cavitation in the pump may lead29
to many undesirable effects apart from noise and vibration, such as erosion30
(surface pitting) and loss of efficiency leading to excessive consumption of31
energy.32
Despite their significant importance and the massive contribution to the33
energy consumption, relevant design tools are based mainly on experimen-34
tation, trial-and-error guidelines and more recently on simplistic simulation35
tools. The initial studies in this front were based on graphical [1] or theo-36
retical approaches [2, 3]. Other numerical studies focusing on modeling gear37
pumps are also available; however, modeling of such a pump is not so trivial38
despite the pump’s simple design. With the recent advancement in engi-39
neering and computational technologies, more advanced models capable of40
performing complex, CFD simulations have been developed. One of the pop-41
ular but simple approaches for modeling gear pump using lumped parameters42
can be found in [4, 5]. In their model (HYGESim), the fluid dynamics and43
the mechanical gear motion are modelled using AMESim®, and the lateral44
gaps are modelled using CFD, and these models are coupled together with45
many other sub-models to include cavitation, material erosion and the lateral46
motion of the gears.47
On the other hand, a complete CFD simulation of the gear pump poses48
a major challenge concerning numerical meshing of gears with small clear-49
ances and solid-to-solid contact between the gears. In addition, the mod-50
elling requires a dynamic mesh that can adapt to the rotation of the gears51
without losing the mesh quality. These issues in mesh handling have been52
a research focus for the past few decades. A superposition method where53
the stationary and moving regions are meshed separately and the data is54
interpolated between these meshes during the simulation was employed by55
[6]. The interpolation between the mesh was a critical step in their method.56
An arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach using a pseudo-pressure opera-57
tor for describing the nodal velocity is presented in [7]. They applied their58
model on a two-dimensional lobe pump and an external gear pump with an59
incompressible flow assumption. One limitation of this model according to60
[8] was the limited control over the mesh in the clearance region due to the61
automatic re-meshing. An alternative method called FMALE (fixed mesh62
3
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ALE) was proposed by [8], in which the evolving geometry is meshed a priori63
as opposed to re-meshing in the classical ALE. They employed 10 different64
meshes over a gearing period and used an algorithm for interpolating the65
data between the time-steps. This approach ensured that the mesh quality66
is maintained. However, the limitation of this model was that the time-step67
size is directly related to the number of mesh instances considered in a pe-68
riod. In order to have smaller time-steps, more mesh instances are required69
which is expensive; on the other hand, if fewer mesh instances are used, a70
larger time-step is needed and therefore the interpolation between the mesh71
at two consecutive time-instants can lead to numerical errors. Even though72
the primary objective of their study was to estimate the suction side pressure73
distribution to avoid cavitation, no cavitation model was used. The occur-74
rence of cavitation was linked to the pressure values below the fluids vapour75
pressure, as obtained from the single-phase analysis. In another study, a76
dynamic mesh approach using an unstructured mesh that deforms and re-77
mesh to accommodate the gear motion as implemented in Ansys Fluent®78
was employed by [9]. This approach can be expensive if the mesh count79
is large and smaller time-step values are used, which is typically the case80
for gear pumps where frequent adaption of the mesh is required to main-81
tain the mesh quality. A hybrid between the deform/re-mesh approach of82
[9] and the mesh replacement approach of [8] was employed by [10]. Their83
study was focused on the flow field in the inlet chamber. They performed84
two-dimensional simulations using both laminar and RANS flow approxima-85
tions with various two-equation turbulence models. They concluded that the86
modelling of contact between the teeth and a proper choice of turbulence87
model is essential to capture the flow fluctuations which are responsible for88
the pressure ripples, noise and vibration. A three-dimensional simulation of89
the external gear pump using OpenFOAM toolkit was recently reported by90
[11]. Since this study was dedicated to mesh manipulation and modelling91
gear contacts, cavitation and turbulence were not taken into account.92
Despite its importance, none of the works described above considers the93
effect of cavitation in their studies. To the best of authors’ knowledge, the94
first CFD work to consider cavitation in a gear pump was reported by [12].95
They considered a two-dimensional gear pump to study the influence of dif-96
ferent parameters such as suction chamber geometry and gear RPM on cavi-97
tation and volumetric efficiency. They compared their results obtained using98
different cavitation models with experimental results to test the applicability99
of each model. In the follow-up work, the effect of operating pressure on100
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pump performance in the presence of cavitation was studied by [13]. They101
reported that the impact of suction side cavitation on the outlet flow and102
pressure ripples observed at the outlet for low pressure (10bar) disappear103
when a mean pressure jump of 100bar is applied. However, no significant104
change in the inlet flow and morphology of cavitation is observed with the105
increase in operating pressure. In their study, unlike the approach of [10],106
where a tiny wall was defined to model the contact between the gears that107
will deform with the gear rotation until the new mesh replaces it, the au-108
thors of [13] modelled the gear contact by increasing the dynamic viscosity109
to a higher value at the contact location. According to [13], the approach110
of [10] produces numerical errors when cavitation is considered. A recent111
study considering cavitation in the numerical analysis of a 3D gear pump112
can be found in [14]. They used the commercial code PumpLinx® for their113
simulation and validated their results against the experimental data from the114
pump manufacturer. Their cavitation model was based on the work of [15]115
which consider the effect of a finite amount of non-condensable gas. To have116
a better prediction of the volumetric efficiency, the authors have considered117
all the leakage paths and grooves in their model. However, they did not118
consider the contact between the gears.119
It has been pointed out in the literature by many authors e.g. [12, 16] that120
the interpolations involved while using a traditional re-meshing/deforming121
approach or a mesh replacement approach could lead to numerical errors es-122
pecially while solving for multi-phase flows and with high gear RPM. More-123
over, they are computationally expensive due to the small time-step require-124
ments for maintaining the mesh quality in small clearances. To overcome125
these complexities, approaches such as overset mesh, which uses a back-126
ground mesh and many component meshes have been employed in the past127
[17] for simulating turbo-machinery. Even though this approach ensures bet-128
ter mesh quality, the numerical errors arising from the interpolation of data129
between the base and component mesh cannot be avoided. From the personal130
experience of the authors, modeling clearance between the gears is also chal-131
lenging since the data interpolation requires at least four overlapping cells132
between the background and component mesh. An alternate approach that133
is becoming increasingly popular for such simulations is the immersed bound-134
ary method. This approach was initially utilized for biological applications135
[18] with flexible geometries. Later, this approach was modified and used for136
rigid body simulations by other researchers [19, 20]. A detailed review of the137
immersed boundary approaches can be found in [21, 22]. In a recent study,138
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the immersed solid approach implemented in Ansys CFX® was employed139
by [16] for modeling a three-dimensional gear pump operating at very high140
speed (10,000 RPM). They claim that the use of this method simplified their141
numerical simulation setup and reduced the computation time to a great ex-142
tent. Their model was validated against the experimental data for flow rate143
measurements. They concluded that the dominant geometrical parameters144
that influence the pump flow rate are the tip and the lateral clearances. The145
limitation of their work is that it was not applied in multiphase or variable146
density flows.147
Motivated by the above discussions, in the present study, an immersed148
boundary approach, which is developed and implemented by the authors in149
Ansys Fluent® using a user-defined function (UDF), is employed. This ap-150
proach allows a faster and easier way of modeling gear pump without any151
mesh interpolation. Moreover, the use of immersed boundary approach en-152
abled the modeling of gear contact more easily without any additional numer-153
ical efforts. In addition to that, the present study also considers the effect154
of cavitation along with the presence of non-condensable gas using a fully155
compressible three-phase cavitation model. Modeling of non-condensable156
gas is essential in applications like aircraft fuel pumps, where the inlet tank157
is vented to lower ambient pressure at higher altitudes. At this lower pres-158
sure, according to Henry’s law, the dissolved gas in the fuel may get released159
and present as non-condensable gas (NCG) at the suction side of the pump.160
It is well known that the presence of impurities such as NCG can reduce161
the tensile strength of the liquid and can advance cavitation formation [23].162
Also, the presence of highly compressible gas phase at the suction can ad-163
versely affect the efficiency of the pump. In this study, the turbulence in the164
flow is modelled using the SST k-ω model with proper correction for the165
turbulent viscosity [24] to circumvent the overestimation of turbulent dissi-166
pation in the two-phase region, which is a typical problem in two-equation167
turbulence models. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first168
work to consider the effect of non-condensable gas in a gear pump simula-169
tion and one of the few studies where the cavitation is considered along with170
the compressibility of all the phases. The developed three-phase model and171
the immersed boundary method will aid the pump designers in developing172
efficient gear pumps by taking into account more realistic physics into their173
numerical model.174
The structure of this paper is outlined as follows: The numerical method175
used for the three-phase equilibrium model and the immersed boundary ap-176
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proach are discussed in the next section, followed by the simulation setup for177
the gear pump. The major findings from the simulations are then shown in178
the results and discussion section with the main conclusions summarised at179
the end.180
2. Numerical model181
The numerical formulation used for modelling three-phase cavitation and182
the moving boundary is explained in this section.183
2.1. Governing Equations184
The three-phase flow is governed by the continuity and momentum equa-185
tions describing the motion of the mixture. The averaged form of the gov-186
erning equations employed for the RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes)187
simulations are:188
∂ρm
∂t
+
∂ρmuj
∂xj
= 0 (1)189
190
∂ρmui
∂t
+
∂ρmuiuj
∂xj
= −
∂p
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
[
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
−
2
3
δij
∂ul
∂xl
)]
+
∂
∂xj
(−ρmu′iu
′
j)+fIB
(2)191
where ρm is the mixture density, µ is the molecular viscosity, p is the pressure,192
fIB is the forcing term for the immersed body and (−ρmu′iu
′
j) is the Reynolds193
stresses which are modelled using Boussinesq hypothesis; Eq. (3):194
− ρmu′iu
′
j = µt
[
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
]
−
2
3
[
ρmk + µt
∂uk
∂xk
]
δij (3)195
where, µt is the turbulent viscosity, and δij is the Kronecker delta.196
In this study, the turbulence is modelled using a SST k-ω model which197
takes into account the transport of turbulent shear stress. The transport198
equations for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific dissipation (ω) are199
given in Eq. (4) and (5) respectively.200
∂
∂t
(ρmk) +
∂
∂xi
(ρmkui) =
∂
∂xj
(
Γk
∂k
∂xj
)
+Gk − Yk + Suk (4)201
∂
∂t
(ρmω) +
∂
∂xj
(ρmωuj) =
∂
∂xj
(
Γω
∂ω
∂xj
)
+Gω − Yω + Suω (5)202
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where Γ, G, Y and Su are the effective diffusivity, turbulent production,203
dissipation and user-defined source terms. The definitions of Γ, G, Y can be204
found in [25].205
In addition to the correction implemented for eddy-viscosity in the SST206
model to avoid the over prediction of its value, an additional correction for207
the density term (ρ in the eddy-viscosity equation is replaced with f(ρ))208
is implemented in the calculation of eddy-viscosity to compensate for the209
compressibility of the liquid-vapour mixture [24] as given in Eq. (6) and (7):210
f(ρ) = ρv + (1− α)
10(ρl − ρv) (6)211
µt = f(ρ)
a1k
max(a1ω, SF2)
(7)212
where, α is the vapour volume fraction, the subscript l and v refers to213
liquid and vapour, a1=5/9, S=
√
(2Sij.Sij) with Sij being the strain rate214
tensor and F2 is the blending function [26].215
The source terms fIB, Suk and Suω in Eqs. (2), (4) and (5) will account216
for the immersed body, and their implementation is given in the next section.217
2.2. Immersed boundary (IB) model218
Due to the small clearances and the contact between the gears, the canoni-219
cal body fitted grids with re-meshing/deforming approaches can be computa-220
tionally expensive and inefficient. In an immersed boundary method (IBM),221
the presence of a body is represented using a forcing term in the momen-222
tum equation. The IB method used in this study is based on the continuous223
forcing approach [18, 22] where the forcing term (fIB) is added to the con-224
tinuous form of momentum equation as shown in Eq. (2). The term fIB is225
the source term that forces the flow to follow the boundaries of the immersed226
body. This force is proportional to the difference in flow velocity (u¯) and the227
target body velocity (U¯IB; which is the velocity of the immersed body). The228
formulation of the forcing term is given in Eq. (8):229
fIB = −
ρmC
dt
αIB(u¯− U¯IB) (8)230
In the above equation, C is an arbitrary coefficient which can be tuned to231
adjust the strength of the immersed body velocity (C = 1 in this study), dt232
is the time step and αIB is the masking function which takes a value of 1 if233
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the cell is inside the immersed body (solid) and 0 if the cell is outside (fluid).234
Any value between 0 and 1 refers to a cell which is partially occupied by the235
wall. For calculating the mask function in each cell, the wall normal distance236
of each cell nodes from the immersed boundary points is estimated, and the237
IB point with the minimum distance is identified. The formulation of this238
can be represented using Eq. (9):239
dn,IB = (x¯n − X¯IB).nIB if min(|x¯n − X¯IB|) (9)240
where x¯n and X¯IB are the coordinates of the cell node and immersed bound-241
ary point, nIB is the normal to the wall. The distance from the immersed242
body to the cell is estimated as the average of node distances Eq. (10):243
dc,IB =
∑
n
dn,IB
n
(10)244
After estimating the distance function from Eq. (9), the mask function αIB245
in Eq. (8) is calculated using Eq. (11):246
αIB =
∑
n
[−min(dn,IB, 0)]∑
n
|dn,IB|
(11)247
When the immersed body is moved, the Eulerian cells inside the immersed248
body should have the same velocity as the body. This is calculated using249
Eq. (12):250
U¯IB =
dx¯
dt
+ ωIB × (x¯c − x¯IB,cm) (12)251
where ωIB is the angular velocity, x¯c is the cell centre and x¯IB,cm is the252
coordinates for the centre of mass of the immersed body. The new position253
for the immersed boundary points and the boundary normal after the rotation254
are then computed using Eq. (13) and (14):255
xnewIB = x
new
IB,cm +RM(θ)
[
xoldIB,cm − x
new
IB,cm
]
(13)256
257
nnewIB = RM(θ)
[
noldIB − n
new
IB
]
(14)258
where, n is the normal vector to the immersed boundary wall, and RM(θ) is259
the rotation matrix defined in Eq. (15):260
9
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RM(θ) =

 cos(θ) sin(θ) 0− sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
0 0 1

 (15)261
To obtain the gear geometry as immersed boundary points and the surface262
normal, the geometry was first meshed in a meshing software (Gambit® in263
this study) and exported as a neutral file (*.neu). The centroid of each264
cell and the surface normal at the cell centroid, the barycentre location of265
each cell and the corresponding surface normal are computed. These data266
are then imported into the solver using a user-defined function, and the267
new coordinates for the immersed boundary points and surface normal are268
updated according to the formulations explained before to accommodate the269
gear rotation.270
The source terms in the turbulence equations, Eq. (4) and (5) are defined271
such that it satisfies the conditions of k = 0 and ω →∞ (1015 in this study)272
close to the wall where there is less turbulence. This is achieved by defining273
the source terms for turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation as:274
Suk = −
ρmC
dt
αIB(k − 0) (16)275
276
Suω = −
ρmC
dt
αIB(ω − 10
15) (17)277
In the present study, the elastic deformation of the gears at the contact278
zone is not considered as this deformation is negligible for the metallic gears279
assumed in the present study. However, for applications in metal-polymer280
gear or in other biomedical applications where the boundaries are flexible,281
the forcing function in the IBM formulation can be modified to include the282
elastic deformation.283
2.3. Three-phase model284
The cavitation model used in this study is based on the homogeneous285
equilibrium assumption which uses a barotropic equation of state for mod-286
elling the pressure-density relationship of each phase. The barotropic relation287
employed here is a piecewise function as given in Eq. (18):288
p =


B
[
( ρ
ρl
)N − 1] + psat,l ρ ≥ ρl
c2vc
2
l
ρlρv(ρv−ρl)
c2vρ
2
v−c
2
l
ρ2
l
ln
(
ρ
c2
l
ρl(ρl−ρ)+c2vρv(ρ−ρv)
)
+ pref ρv ≤ ρ ≤ ρl
Cvapρ
κ ρ ≤ ρv
(18)289
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where B andN are the bulk modulus and the stiffness of the liquid, subscripts290
l and v refer to pure liquid and vapour phases, c is the speed of sound, ρ291
is the density. psat,l and pref are tuned to have a continuous variation of292
pressure and density between the liquid and mixture phase. Cvap and κ are293
the isentropic constant and heat capacity ratio of pure vapour.294
This formulation corresponds to fully compressible media; a modified295
form of Tait equation is utilized for modeling liquid compressibility: the296
pure vapor phase is modelled using isentropic gas equation. The pressure-297
density relationship for the mixture phase is derived by integrating Eq. (19)298
for an isentropic process with the speed of sound defined using the Wallis299
formulation. The values of the parameters in Eq. (18) are listed in Table. 1.300
Water at room temperature and standard sea-level pressure are considered as301
the working fluid in this study since its thermodynamic properties are easily302
available.303
c2Wallis =
(
∂p
∂ρ
)
s
(19)304
The third phase, the non-condensable gas (air) is modelled as an addi-305
tional phase with no mass transfer between the liquid/ vapor phase using306
the mixture approach similar to that of [27] is implemented in the solver,307
where a transport equation for the volume fraction of the gas phase (αg) is308
solved. The barotropic relationship for the non-condensable gas is based on309
the isentropic gas equation as given in Eq. (20):310
p = Cgasρ
γ (20)311
where Cgas is the isentropic gas constant, and γ is the heat capacity ratio for312
air.313
The three-phase mixture density and the volume fraction of the vapour314
phase is calculated using Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) respectively:315
ρm = (1− αg)ρlv + αgρg (21)316
317
αv =
(ρl − ρlv)
(ρl − ρv)
(22)318
where the subscriptsm, lv, v and g refers to the three-phase mixture, barotropic319
fluid, pure vapour and non-condensable gas phases respectively and α is the320
volume fraction.321
The barotropic model presented above was recently used by [29], [30] for322
studying primary atomization from a step-nozzle. However, in their study,323
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Table 1: Thermodynamic properties for water, vapour and gas at 20oC [28]
Liquid properties Vapour properties Gas properties
B 3.07 GPa Cvap 27234.7 Pa/(kg/m
3)n Cgas 75267.8 Pa/(kg/m
3)
N 1.75 – κ 1.327 – γ 1.4 –
ρl 998.16 kg/m
3 ρv 0.0173 kg/m
3
cl 1483.26 m/s cv 97.9 m/s
psat,l 4664.4 Pa psat,v 125 Pa
µl 1.02 mPa.s µv 9.75 µPa.s µg 0.178 µPa.s
the three-phase model was closed using a volume of fluid approach (VoF)324
with sharp interfaces that do not allow interpenetration of phases, unlike the325
diffused interface mixture model used in the present study. The formulation326
of the barotropic model is repeated in this study for the sake of completeness327
and to make it easier for the readers to follow.328
3. Simulation Setup329
Simulations have been performed for a 2D gear pump; the pump geom-330
etry is publicly shared by [31] as shown in Fig. 1a. The only difference in331
geometry between [31] and the present study is that the curved shoulders at332
the inlet and outlet are replaced with sharp ones in this work. The most diffi-333
cult features in a gear pump simulation, as explained before are the modeling334
of small clearances and the contact between the gears while maintaining a335
reasonable mesh quality. In the present simulation, the application of the IB336
method has made the implementation of these tasks more manageable. To337
model the contact between the gears, one of the gears is rotated by a small338
angular position so as to make the gear surfaces touch each other before ex-339
porting the coordinate positions of the gears into immersed boundary code.340
In Fig. 2, the clearances between the gears and between the gears and casing341
along with the contact between gears are highlighted using immersed bound-342
ary points superimposed on the background mesh. An additional refinement343
for the numerical mesh is provided at the location where the two gears come344
in contact as highlighted in Fig. 1. This refinement ensures sufficient grid el-345
ements in the clearances to capture the leakage flow between the gears. With346
this refinement and the addition of boundary layer refinement to limit the y+347
values below 5 in most of the domain for the extreme condition considered,348
the total mesh count reaches up to 0.5 million cells.349
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Constant absolute pressure boundary conditions have been applied to350
the inlet and outlet boundaries. In all the cases considered in this study,351
a relatively low pressure jump is applied between the inlet and outlet (∼10352
bar), similar to the numerical study of [12].353
All simulations have been performed using 2 CPU’s with 8 cores each (16354
cores) having a clock speed of 1.95 GHz on a Linux cluster. The elapsed wall-355
clock time for one pitch rotation of the gears at 2000 RPM was approximately356
6 hours.357
Figure 1: a) Line diagram of the gear pump from [31] and b) the computational mesh for
immersed boundary simulation
Figure 2: Modelling of a) tip clearances and b) clearance and the point of contact between
the gears
13
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4. Results and Discussion358
Due to the two-dimensional approximation used in this study, the vol-359
umetric efficiency and the flow rates reported may not replicate the values360
observed in a real gear pump since the leakage paths, side porting and the361
relief grooves cannot be modelled in two dimensions. However, since the pri-362
mary objective of this work is to present a numerical model that can handle363
three-phases in conjunction with an immersed boundary method for complex364
gear motion, the approximations used for simplifying the problem can be jus-365
tified. Validation of the numerical model is performed on two different cases,366
a two-dimensional rotating cross (see the supplementary material S0) and367
also with some experimental works on gear pump available in the literature.368
In Fig. 3, the streamlines observed by [10] using TRPIV are compared with369
the current numerical study. The flow field and the velocity profile plotted370
in Fig. 3 shows a good correlation with the experimental values. In addition371
to this, a qualitative comparison is also made for the cavitation predictions372
at two different gear RPMs as shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that373
the locations of the cavitation predicted from the simulations correlate very374
well with the vortex core observed in the gap between the teeth at the suc-375
tion chamber observed in the experimental work of [33] for both the cases376
considered.377
In the results that follow, the pressure is made non-dimensional using the378
inlet pressure of 1bar, time using the term Tg defined as Tg = 11 ·RPM/60,379
and the non-dimensional velocity is defined as V/(rgωz), where rg is the380
radius of the gear and ω is the angular velocity in rad/sec.381
4.1. Effect of gear contact382
The effect of contact between the gears on cavitation and pump per-383
formance is studied by comparing two cases, one with a clearance of 74µm384
(which is very small compared to the distance between the gear centres which385
is 45.1mm) between the gears and the other condition when gears are in386
contact. Unlike the unitary contact ratio (a ratio that defines the average387
number of teeth that are in contact with the mating gear during a period388
in which a tooth comes and goes out of contact) studied in the simulations389
of [12], in the present study, the contact between the gears occurs at two390
locations, i.e. before the first contact separates, the next pair of gears come391
in contact. This creates a region isolated from the inlet and outlet where392
very high pressures are expected in a two-dimensional simulation. In Fig. 5,393
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a comparison of the development of pressure over a gearing period for two394
conditions considered are shown. A gradual rise in pressure from the inlet to-395
wards the outlet is observed when a continuous clearance is present between396
the gears, see Fig. 5a. As the gear rotates, the fluid inside the pockets are397
compressed, and the liquid on the high-pressure side leaks towards the inlet398
through the small clearances as shown in Fig. 5(b, c) and Fig. 6(b, c). The399
acceleration of this leakage flow through the clearance creates a low-pressure400
zone and results in the formation of cavitation (Fig. 7). This cavity acts as401
a fictitious contact point that separates the inlet chamber from the outlet402
as also observed by [12]. A sudden jump in absolute pressure across this403
fictitious contact can be observed in Fig. 5(b, c). The cavitation occurring in404
the clearances is highlighted using red circles in Fig. 7. On the other hand,405
when the contact between the gears are modelled, the first contact point406
(Contact-1) act as the barrier between the inlet and outlet which produces407
a sudden pressure jump across this point as can be seen from Fig. 5(a’ - c’).408
Unlike the first case, the solid-solid contact does not allow flow across it,409
and hence no cavitation is observed at contact location (Fig. 6(b’, c’) and410
Fig. 7(b’, c’)). When the gears cross half pitch rotation, the second contact411
is established, trapping a volume of fluid between the two contacts; Fig. 5c’.412
Further rotation of the gear raises the pressure in the trapped volume up413
to 30-40 times the inlet pressure Fig. 5(c’2). This region is of particular414
interest in many studies (for, e.g. ([11]; [34]; [33])) as this pressure rise can415
produce noise and vibration in the pump. In a real gear pump, relief grooves416
are provided to drain this trapped fluid to the inlet chamber to avoid ex-417
cessive vibration arising from the high-pressure fluid loading on the gears.418
Unlike the previous case, i.e. without contact, cavitation does not appear419
in this region due to the pressurised fluid in the trapped volume (Fig. 7d)420
when the gears are in contact. While this is true for 2D simulations, in a421
real gear pump with relief grooves, the high-velocity jet from the trapped422
volume towards the inlet chamber through grooves can lead to erosion due423
to jetting. The contact between the gears at one side provides an additional424
clearance (t2 > t1) in the backlash and hence a low-velocity jet is produced425
at the outlet chamber, compared to the case with clearance (Fig. 6e and e’).426
An overall increase in cavitation is observed when the gears are in contact.427
This increase is mainly attributed to the increase in cavitation just ahead428
of the contact point where the pressure is much lower due to the isolation429
of the of high-pressure side from inlet by the contact point compared to the430
case without contact where relatively higher pressures are realised due to the431
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continuous connection between inlet and the outlet chamber. This can be432
confirmed by comparing the total vapour generation over time for the two433
cases. In Fig. 8a, the time evolution of the area integral of vapour volume434
fraction is shown for the two cases considered. This quantity is used as a435
measure of cavitation generation over time. The result of the integration436
plotted in Fig. 8a clearly shows an increase in cavitation volume (assuming437
unity depth) when the gears are in contact, with the mean value of vapour438
volume fraction at 0.19% against 0.14% without contact. The mean value of439
the mass flow rate plotted in Fig. 8c also increases approximately by ∼4.5%440
when the gears are in contact. Such an increase in flow rate with contact441
between the gears was also acknowledged by [10] for a unity contact ratio.442
They also reported that the flow fluctuation increases with the contact due443
to the water hammer effects caused by the sudden opening and closing of the444
inner teeth chamber to both the outlet and inlet. Similar to their findings,445
the fluctuations in the flow along with the breakage of temporal symmetry446
are also observed in the present simulation. The compressibility of the fluid447
along with the nature of gear pump operation produces this flow fluctuations448
which are often a source of the fluid-borne noise. The fluctuations observed449
in the inlet is almost half of that of the gearing period, due to the suction pro-450
duced by both gears. The additional higher frequency oscillations observed451
in the inlet flow rate signal can be associated with cavitation occurring in the452
low-pressure chamber. At the outlet, the flow rate fluctuation matches with453
the frequency of a gearing period. A comparison of the percentage difference454
between the maximum outflow rate at any instant to the mean outflow rate455
shows a 5.5% difference when the gears are not in contact whereas this is as456
high as 12% when they are in contact.457
4.2. Effect of gear RPM458
To study the effect of gear RPM on cavitation, simulations are performed459
for three different rotation speeds; 500, 1000 and 2000 RPM. The results pre-460
sented from this point onwards consider a contact ratio greater than unity461
unless mentioned otherwise. In Fig. 9, a comparison of cavitation occurring462
in the inlet chamber, represented using the contours of vapor volume fraction463
over a period (1/11th) of gear rotation is shown. It is evident from the figure464
that the cavitation volume increases with the increase in gear RPM. At lower465
RPM, the formation of cavitation is observed in the gap between the gears466
where they expand in the inlet chamber. The strong vortical structures gen-467
erated due to the expanding gears initiates this cavitation at its low-pressure468
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core. At 1000 RPM, in addition to the vorticity induced cavitation in the469
expanding volume, cavitation is also formed due to the separation of the470
flow from the gear tips rotating towards the inlet. A further increase in rota-471
tional speed produces stronger vortices and larger separation zones resulting472
in increased cavitation in the inlet chamber as can be seen in column-3 of473
Fig. 9. The vortical structures generated in the domain are shown in Fig. 10474
at t/Tg =0.5 for comparison. The structures leading to the formation of cav-475
itation between the gears in the inlet zone and the vorticity due to the flow476
separation can be clearly seen from the figure. In addition to that, vortical477
structures are also observed at the clearance between the gear and the cas-478
ing and also at the outlet chamber where the fluid is pushed out. Since the479
absolute pressure values at these locations are higher, being on the pressure480
side, cavitation does not occur here.481
The area integral of the vapor volume fraction over two gearing periods482
reported in Fig. 11a, similar to the one presented in the previous sections483
is used to quantify the cavitation at different RPM. A comparison of this484
quantity confirms that the minimum cavitation occurs at 500 RPM and the485
maximum at 2000 RPM, with the addition of cavitation due to flow sepa-486
ration. With an increase in gear RPM, the net flow rate is also increased487
as can be seen in Fig. 11(b, c). It can be noticed that the maximum am-488
plitude of fluctuations occurs at 1000 RPM, where the cavitation is more489
dynamic with frequent cavity creation and collapses, and minimum at 500490
RPM where only less cavitation occurs. At 2000 RPM, even though the cav-491
itation is much higher, it is less dynamic compared to the 1000 RPM with a492
continuous presence of stable cavities in the domain. These arguments can493
once again be confirmed by examining the evolution of vapor volume frac-494
tion shown in Fig. 11a which shows maximum fluctuations at 1000 RPM.495
The RMS and the maximum value of the fluctuating flow rate at different496
gear RPM are reported in Table. 2. It is found that the percentage deviation497
between the mean and maximum flow rate reduces with the increase in RPM.498
This is because, at higher RPM, the gears become closer to replicate as a499
rotating disc with minimum fluctuations.500
The development of the pressure from the inlet to the outlet at 500 RPM501
at a selected time instant is shown in Fig. 12. The time instant is selected such502
that two points of contact are established, and the liquid trapped between503
the contacts is compressed. The figure shows the non-dimensional pressure504
(p/pin) plotted at different locations along the curve passing from inlet to505
outlet through the gear pockets (1-15) and through to the meshing zone506
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Table 2: Mean and fluctuating outflow rate at different RPM
RPM m¯out(kg/s) mout,RMS(kg/s) m˙max(kg/s) %change
(m˙max−m¯out)
m¯out
∗ 100
500 8.36 8.39 9.71 16.1
1000 18.54 18.59 20.81 12.2
2000 38.47 38.57 41.94 9.0
(5’ - 13’) as shown in Fig. 12a. The distribution of the pressure follows a507
stairway step profile along the line (1-15). A similar distribution was also508
observed by [8] in their numerical simulation. Along the path 5’ - 13’, which509
passes through the gear meshing zone, the trapped liquid gets compressed510
and a sudden jump in pressure between 5’ and 6’ is observed. The absolute511
pressure in this region can easily reach up to 30 times the inlet pressure512
as can be seen from Fig. 12b. The impact of this rise in pressure and the513
measures to avoid this unintended pressure rise were already discussed in the514
previous sections. The pressure rise from the inlet to outlet follows a similar515
trend for all other cases considered in this study, hence it is not shown here.516
In Fig. 13, the contours of the pressure and the velocity magnitude at517
different RPM are shown at t/Tg=0 and 0.5. Jetting of fluid at the outlet518
chamber during the meshing of gears can be seen from the figure. The velocity519
of the jet increases with the increase in RPM, and this causes the pressure520
to drop locally near the gear tips at the outlet chamber as highlighted using521
blue circles in Fig. 13. Since this is occurring in the high-pressure chamber,522
the pressure drop is not sufficient to produce cavitation.523
4.3. Effect of Non-condensable Gas524
The effect of non-condensable gas on cavitation is studied by varying its525
content in water from 0% to 1% by volume at a constant rotational speed526
of 2000 RPM. Once again, the quantification of the cavitation corresponding527
to each NCG content is achieved by taking the area integral of the vapor528
volume fraction. A comparison of this result is presented in Fig. 14a over529
two gearing periods. It is observed that the effect of non-condensable gas is530
to reduce the amount of cavitation. In the absence of non-condensable gas531
in the fluid, a reduction in local pressure below vapor pressure immediately532
causes the liquid to change its phase to vapor phase. On the other hand, in a533
similar situation, if a certain amount of non-condensable gas is present in the534
liquid, the reduction in local pressure is recovered to a certain extent by the535
expansion of the highly compressible gas and hence limiting cavitation. The536
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Table 3: Mean and fluctuating outflow rate for different gas content at 2000 RPM
NCG% m¯out(kg/s) mout,RMS(kg/s) m˙max(kg/s) %change
(m˙max−m¯out)
m¯out
∗ 100
0% 38.47 38.57 41.94 9.03
0.2% 38.09 38.20 42.20 10.80
1% 38.07 38.28 44.68 17.35
formation of cavitation and the expansion of the NCG at the inlet chamber537
under different conditions are shown in Fig. 15. The reduction in cavitation538
with increasing NCG can be appreciated from this figure. In addition, a539
comparison of vapour contours at 0%, 0.2% and 1% NCG reveals that the540
core of cavitation remains the same, which is at the core of the vortices,541
while the spread of the vapour cavity around the core is limited by the542
expansion of the gas, larger volume fraction of NCG can be seen around the543
vapour cavities. To verify the effect of NCG on the pump performance, a544
comparison of the flow rate measurements at inlet and outlet is performed;545
the results are presented in Fig. 14(b, c). It is observed that the mean546
flow rate does not change, but the amplitude of the flow fluctuations at the547
inlet and outlet increases with an increase in NCG content. This increase in548
fluctuations could be due to the increased compressibility of the mixture in549
the presence of NCG. The percentage difference between the instantaneous550
maximum outflow rate and the mean outflow for 0%, 0.2% and 1% are shown551
in Table. 3. It can be noticed that the percentage change between maximum552
and mean outflow increases with the increase in NCG content.553
5. Conclusions554
In this study, a numerical model for predicting cavitation in the presence555
of non-condensable gas along with an immersed boundary method was de-556
veloped for modelling three-phase cavitation occurring in a gear pump. Such557
a model is essential for understanding the flow behaviour inside the pump in558
detail at different operating conditions. These details will help in efficient de-559
signing of pumps with reduced cavitation and associated energy losses. The560
multiphase flow model used in this study is fully compressible and utilizes the561
k-ω-SST turbulence model with a user-defined correction for the turbulence562
viscosity. The cavitation and the IB models are validated against numerical563
and experimental results from the literature. After validating the numerical564
model, simulations are performed on a 2D gear pump model to study the565
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effect of contact between the gears, RPM and the amount of NCG on cavita-566
tion formation, development and collapse, as well as on pump performance.567
A comparison with experiments has shown that the current model could pre-568
dict cavitation occurring due to vorticity in the suction chamber accurately;569
use of the immersed boundary approach has made the modelling of contact570
ratios greater than unity easier. With sufficient refinement, the approach571
also produces accurate results in less time as compared to other conventional572
re-meshing methods, as there is no mesh deformation and interpolation of573
data involved.574
It is observed that when the gears are in contact, cavitation occurring575
in the suction chamber increases due to the isolation of low-pressure side576
from the high-pressure chamber. As a result, more fluctuations are present577
in the outlet flow and a slight increase in mean flow rate is also observed as578
compared to the case without contact. When the contact between the gears579
occur at more than one location, a volume of liquid is trapped between the580
gears and it is compressed. The pressure in this trapped volume is observed581
to rise up to 30-40 times relative to the inlet pressure.582
At lower RPM, cavitation is primarily observed at the core of the vortex583
forming between the gear teeth opening towards the inlet. With an increase584
in the rotational speed, vapor cavities are additionally formed at the gear585
tips due to flow separation. Both intensity and the total volume of cavitation586
increase with the gear RPM. The effect of NCG on cavitation occurring in587
gears pump was studied for the first time. This study is conducted by varying588
the gas content in the flowing liquid from 0% to 1% by volume. The results589
suggest that the presence of NCG reduces the formation of cavitation without590
having much impact on the average outlet flow rates. However, an increase591
in fluctuation in the outlet flow is observed with the increase in gas content.592
The numerical model presented here is also validated and applied for593
three-dimensional gear pump simulations with side porting and axial clear-594
ances. The result from the 3D gear pump simulations along with the exper-595
imental results will be later published as a continuation of this work.596
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Figure 3: Comparison of the streamlines obtained by a) Castilla et al. [10] using TRPIV
and b) the current numerical model using oil as working fluid, c) the velocity profile along
line-A
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Figure 4: Comparison of the liquid volume fraction 1) at 500 RPM and 2) 1000 RPM; a)
from the present simulation and b) from the experimental work of Stryczek et al. [33] to
highlight cavitation occurring in the gap between gear teeth in the suction side. Tg is the
time for one gearing period
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Figure 5: Comparison of non-dimensional absolute gauge pressure over a gearing period
with (a-e) clearance between the gears and (a’ - e’) with contact between gears. The
contours in the subset shows (c’1) the condition before the second contact, (c’2) pressure
rise during two contacts in the isolated region and (c’3) the condition after the release of
the first contact. Note that c’ and c’2 corresponds to the same gear position. The time
interval between the contour plots from a-e are not uniform; they are chosen to highlight
specific events over a period
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Figure 6: Comparison of non-dimensional velocity magnitude over a gearing period with
(a-e) clearance between the gears and (a’ - e’) with contact between gears. The time
interval between the contours from a-e are not uniform; they are chosen to highlight
specific events over a period.
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Figure 7: Comparison of vapour volume fraction over a gearing period with (a - e) clearance
between the gears and (a’ - e’) with contact between gears. The time interval between
the contours from a-e are not uniform; they are chosen to highlight specific events over a
period
Figure 8: Comparison of a) area integral of vapour volume fraction normalised using the
total flow area b) inlet flow rate and c) outlet flow rate over two gearing periods
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Figure 9: Comparison of cavitation formation at 500 RPM (a-e), 1000 RPM (a’ - e’) and
2000 RPM (a” - e”) represented as contours of vapour volume fraction over one gearing
period.
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Figure 10: Contours of z-vorticity near the gearing zone and tip clearances at a) 500 RPM
b) 1000 RPM and c) 2000 RPM. The normalised velocity vector along with 50% vapour
volume fraction (blue) highlighting the two-dimensional vortex structures and locations of
cavitation are given in the subset
Figure 11: Comparison of a) area integral of vapour volume fraction normalized using
the total flow area, b) inlet flow rate and c) outlet flow rate over two gearing periods at
different gear RPM’s
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Figure 12: Representation of stairway pressure rise across inlet and outlet along the gear
pockets at 500 RPM a) pressure contours with multiple locations along the line where the
pressure is measured and b) the non-dimensional pressure at different points shown in (a)
Figure 13: Contours of pressure and velocity magnitude 1) 500 RPM 2) 1000 RPM and
3) 2000 RPM and a)t/Tg=0 ie.(θ=0) and b) t/Tg=0.5 ie.(θ=0.5× 2pi/11)
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Figure 14: Comparison of the area integral of vapour volume fraction normalized using the
total flow area over two gearing periods with different percentage of gas volume fraction
at 2000 RPM.
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Figure 15: Evolution of NCG and cavitation; (a-d) for 0% NCG, (a’-d’) for 0.2% and
(a”-d”) for 1% NCG content. The iso-lines of 50% vapour volume fraction shown in red
lines. The instances are chosen randomly to highlight main features over a gearing period
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